
Pillow Case Plus™ Promotes Better Sleep!
Specially-Designed Pillowcase Protects
Against Sleep Injuries

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, USA,
June 15, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The
Beer Co., LLC announced today the
availability of the new Pillowcase Plus™,
the first-of-its-kind pillow case that is
constructed with small extra cushions on
each side.  When people rest their
wrist/hand on them while sleeping, it
helps prevent elbow hyperextension
(going past the point the joint is intended
to function without pain / damage), a
shortcoming in the human anatomy in
the sleeping position (especially while
sleeping on one’s side).  Everyone’s
elbows only bend sideways so far before
stressing not just the elbow but
potentially the whole arm, including the
shoulder all the way down to the hand
and wrist.  This can cause pain,
soreness and stiffness in those areas
that may continue through the day.  This
patent-pending therapist-engineered,
doctor-approved innovative solution often
helps to such a degree that many won’t
go without it once trying it. 

The Pillow Case Plus™ encases one’s
favorite pillow, adding two side cushions
to form cozy channels for them to rest
their hand/wrist at any elevation they’re
comfortable with, on top of the luxurious
perfectly-sized, ideal height pads or wherever they care to nestle inside the soft channels.  A. Maria
Hester, M.D. says, “I believe this product has true potential.  There’s no more messing with the pillow
to get it just right.  Doubling it over or pushing the material inside around.  I slept the best I have for a
long time.”  Most people tend to sleep with their arms up around our pillow and the Pillow Case Plus™
also encourages them to not lay with their arm under the pillow which can also lead to pain and
numbness from nerve compression.  According to ProperPillow.com, it’s common to suffer elbow
injuries by sleeping incorrectly at night, potentially leading to a chronic condition.

“Everyone knows how important a good night’s rest is to their daily mood. The Pillow Case Plus™ can
certainly help, as well as function to expand their typically standard size pillow, maybe giving one’s
small child or favorite pet a little more room and comfort,” said inventor, Victor Beer. Based in Los

http://www.einpresswire.com


Angeles, Beer states that the company’s
mission is to maximize the time one
sleeps comfortably so that they can
approach their day with a positive, fresh
perspective and make the most of their
world. 
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